We investigate the vortex-type BPS equations in the ABJM theory without and with mass-deformation. We systematically classify the BPS equations in terms of the number of supersymmetry and the R-symmetries of the undeformed and mass-deformed ABJM theories. For the undeformed case, we analyze the N = 2 BPS equations for U(2)×U(2) gauge symmetry and obtain a coupled differential equation which can be reduced to either Liouvilleor Sinh-Gordon-type vortex equations according to the choice of scalar functions. For the mass-deformed case with U(N )×U(N ) gauge symmetry, we obtain some number of pairs of coupled differential equations from the N = 1, 2 BPS equations, which can be reduced to the vortex equations in Maxwell-Higgs theory or Chern-Simons matter theories as special cases. We discuss the solutions. In N = 3 vortex equations Chern-Simons-type vortex equation is not allowed. We also show that N =
Introduction
After the first construction of the N = 8 superconformal Chern-Simons theory (SCS) based on the three algebra by Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson (BLG) [1, 2] , an N = 6 SCS theory with U(N)×U(N) gauge symmetry was constructed by Aharony-Bergman-Jafferis-Maldacena (ABJM) [3] . The latter theory includes a large class of SCS theories depending on the rank of the gauge group N and the Chern-Simons level k. This ABJM theory was proposed as a low energy effective action of N coincident M2-branes on the C 4 /Z k orbifold fixed point and was conjectured to be dual to type IIA string theory on AdS 4 There has been significant progress in understanding the dynamics of M2-branes in M-theory by the BLG and ABJM theories. One direction of this progress might be obtaining solitonic objects which can be identified with M-theory branes, such as M2-and M5-branes. In the BLG theory, the composite of M2-and M5-branes [4, 5] , the domain wall solutions [6] , and some vortextype BPS configurations [7] were obtained without and with mass-deformation and also possible BPS equations were classified [8, 9] . Similarly, in the ABJM theory, the composite of M-branes and domain wall solutions [10, 11, 12] , the vortex-type solutions [13, 14, 15] , and the classification of BPS conditions of intersecting M-branes [16] were studied. For the vortex-type solutions in the ABJM theory, N = 1 Chern-Simons vortex-type BPS equations [13] and Yang-Mills Higgs vortex-type N = 3 BPS ones were obtained [14, 15] and the existence of the corresponding vortices with N = 3 supersymmetry was discussed [17] . Vortex solutions in the nonrelativistic limit of the ABJM theory have been studied in Ref. [18] .
As we already know, the mass-deformed BLG and ABJM theories have sextic bosonic potentials with the symmetric and broken vacua. In this reason, these theories can be understood as more complicated Chern-Simons-Higgs theories. So in specific limits of the vortex-type BPS equations in the BLG and ABJM theory, one can obtain the vortex configurations which were widely studied in Abelian and non-Abelian Chern-Simon-Higgs theories [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
In Ref. [16] the BPS equations preserving various supersymmetries in the undeformed ABJM theory were classified and the corresponding BPS configurations were interpreted as known BPS objects in M-theory. In this paper, we recapitulate the classification of the vortex-type BPS configurations of the undeformed and mass-deformed ABJM theories in terms of the number of remaining supersymmetry and SU(4) and SU(2)×SU(2)×U(1) R-symmetries, respectively. Then we reproduce the resulting BPS equations by reshuffling the energy expression, thereby obtaining the BPS energy bound. An unusual quantity we consider here is the stress tensor which is the spatial component of the energy-momentum tensor. It has been argued [24] from the viewpoint of supersymmetry algebra that the stress vanishes for BPS configurations. We explicitly check it for the ABJM theory. We will see that this can actually be a useful method to obtain consistency conditions for BPS equations in case of lower supersymmetries.
The main concern of the paper is to study possible solutions of the vortex-type BPS equations for various supersymmetries. We have already considered the half-BPS (N = 3) case in [14] . In this paper we extend our analysis to less supersymmetric cases: N = 2, 1 and N = 5/2, 3/2, 1/2. Since the BPS equations get complicated as the number of supersymmetries are smaller, it would not be feasible to find the most general solutions. With suitable ansatzes, however, we show that for some N = 2 and N = 1 cases the equations reduce to well-known equations such as the vortex equation in the Maxwell-Higgs theories and Chern-Simons-Higgs theories [19, 21, 22] . We compute the energies and the angular momenta for the solutions.
For half-integer supersymmetric cases, we show that the supersymmetries of the solutions to the BPS equations in mass-deformed theory are actually enhanced to integer ones. For example, N = 5/2 BPS equations are shown to be identical to N = 3 BPS equations. Also N = 3/2 cases are enhanced to either N = 3 or N = 2 cases depending on the supersymmetric conditions. Similarly N = 1/2 BPS equations are equivalent to N = 1 BPS equations. It turns out that the stress tensor is a useful quantity to show these enhancement.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly review the ABJM theory without and with mass-deformation to fix the notation. In section 3 we recapitulate the N = 3 vortex-type BPS equations obtained in Refs. [14, 15] and consider more general BPS configurations with finite energy bounds in the mass-deformed case. In sections 4 and 5 we systematically analyze the N = 2 and N = 1 BPS equations, respectively. For the undeformed case in section 4, we obtain a coupled differential equation which can be reduced to either Liouvilleor Sinh-Gordon-type vortex equations in special choices of scalar functions. For the mass-deformed case, we obtain some number of pairs of coupled differential equations which have appeared in U(1)×U(1) Chern-Simons system [25] . We show that these differential equations are reduced to vortex equations in Maxwell-Higgs theory or Chern-Simons matter theories, according to the choices of scalar functions. Difference between N = 2 case and N = 1 case is also discussed. In section 6 we show that the N = BPS equations are equivalent to those with higher integer supersymmetries. Section 7 is devoted to conclusions and discussions. In appendix A we add the analyses of two more cases of BPS vortex equations with N = 1, 2 symmetries.
ABJM Theory without and with Mass Deformation
In this section we briefly review the ABJM theory and its mass deformation to fix the notation. The ABJM theory is an N = 6 superconformal U(N)×U(N) Chern-Simons gauge theory with level (k, −k), coupled to four complex scalars and four fermions in the bifundamental representation,
where A = 1, . . . , 4 and
We choose real gamma matrices γ µ with the convention γ 2 = γ 0 γ 1 . An explicit representation would be
2)
The products of spinors are expressed by ξχ ≡ ξ α χ α and ξγ µ χ = ξ α γ µ β α χ β with explicit spinor indices for two component spinors ξ and χ, α, β = 1, 2.
In the action (2.1), V ferm is the Yukawa-type quartic-interaction term,
and V 0 is the sixth-order scalar potential,
It can be written in a manifestly positive-definite form [26, 27] , is defined by
By adding mass terms to the action, the theory can be deformed [28, 29] in the unique way which preserve the full N = 6 supersymmetry [6] ,
where µ is the mass deformation parameter and M B A = diag(1, 1, −1, −1). Combined with (2.5), the potential V m in the mass-deformed theory can also be written in a manifestly positive-definite form [14] ,
It is not difficult to see that the theory is invariant under the following N = 6 supersymmetry transformation [3, 6, 30, 10] , 9) where ω AB are supersymmetry transformation parameters with
Note that the mass deformation affects only the transformation of the fermion fields by an additional term,
is not the only form of the mass-deformed theory. One can also get mass-deformed theories in N = 1 or N = 2 superfield formalism for which only part of the supersymmetry is manifest. It can, however, be shown [14] that they are all equivalent to (2.7) by a suitable field redefinition. From (2.8) the vacuum equation of the mass-deformed theory is 12) which reduces to [29, 14] β ab a + µY b = 0,
where a, b = 1, 2 and p, q = 3, 4. The general solution of these vacuum equations was found in [29] and refined in [31] ,
. . .
where M m a is an m × (m + 1) matrix, a -types, andÑ 0 andN 0 represent the numbers of empty columns and empty rows, respectively.
Since we are interested in the classical vortex-type configurations, we consider the EulerLagrange equations of gauge fields
where
The U(1) currents are obtained by taking trace, 19) and the corresponding charges are
The Gauss' laws are the time components of (2.17) 22) where
are magnetic fields. The spatial integral of the left-hand sides of (2.21)-(2.22) gives non-abelian magnetic fluxes 23) and taking trace leads to U(1) magnetic fluxes,
As we shall see in the subsequent sections, the BPS equations can also be derived by reshuffling the bosonic sector of energy-momentum tensor
For later convenience we introduce energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum, respectively
26)
Pressure component is given by every spatial diagonal component of the energy-momentum tensor and spatial stress is obtained from the off-diagonal component, The action (2.1) possesses an SU(4) R-symmetry and charge density for the SU(4) rotations are given by J 
In order to obtain the vortex-like BPS configurations, we will impose some supersymmetric conditions to the supersymmetric parameters ω AB , which reduces the number of supersymme-tries. Possible supersymmetries and the corresponding supersymmetric conditions are depicted schematically in Fig. 1 .
3 Vortex-type Objects with N = 3 Supersymmetry
The vortex-type half-BPS solitons have been discussed in [14] . In this section we briefly summarize the result of our previous work and discuss more general solutions in mass-deformed case.
BPS equations and bound
Supersymmetric variation of the fermion field ψ A in (2.9) is,
Now we impose the supersymmetric condition γ 0 ω AB = is AB ω AB with s AB = s BA = ±1 to the equations (3.1), which reduces the number of supersymmetries by half. Then we have the following BPS equations [14] :
More explicitly, assuming that Y 1 is nontrivial, we have
where s = ±1. The BPS equations (3.2) can also be obtained from energy expression (2.26),
For any well-behaved BPS configuration satisfying the BPS equations (3.3), the energy is bounded by both the U(1) charge (2.20) and the R-charge (2.31),
One can also reshuffle the stress components of the energy momentum tensor (2.25),
which clearly vanish if the BPS equations (3.2) are imposed. Note that from the spatial component of the energy-momentum conservation, the force density F i at a given spacetime point (t, x i ) is
Thus, vanishing T ij is a sufficient condition of vanishing force everywhere and any static multi-BPS solitons (or anti-solitons) with vanishing T ij are noninteracting, at least at the classical level.
BPS objects in the massless theory
For the original ABJM theory without mass deformation (µ = 0), it has been shown that the BPS equation (3.3) is equivalent to [14] ( . This identification has appeared in the context of the compactification of ABJM theory (from M2 to D2) [33, 34, 35] . See also Refs. [36, 37, 38] .
Under a suitable ansatz [14] , Eq. (3.8) is reduced to (affine-) Toda-type equation,
where G(z) is an arbitrary holomorphic function. For SU (2) , this becomes to Liouville-type equation (with G = 0) or Sinh-Gordon-type equation (with G =const.).
BPS objects in the mass-deformed theory
In the mass-deformed theory (µ = 0), the constraint equations in (3.3) have not been solved completely in general except N = 2, 3. Here we briefly summarize U(2)×U(2) case discussed in [14] and generalize the result to U(N)×U(N) case. Solving the constraints in (3.3), it turns out that scalar fields can be written in the form
while the magnetic fields take the diagonal form
where a is a nonnegative constant. Combining these two using the equations in the first line of (3.3) results in
where Ω is the phase of the scalar field, f = |f |e iΩ . This is the well-known vortex equation appearing in Maxwell-Higgs theory. Note that the phase of the scalar field Ω in two spatial dimensions can be decomposed into a smooth part Ω reg and a singular part,
This gives the 2-dimensional Green's function
where n is interpreted as vorticity of multi-vortex configurations. The energy of the solution is a sum of two terms,
is the asymptotic value of the magnetic field in (3.11). Therefore solutions with nonzero a may be interpreted as vortices in a constant magnetic field.
Considering the vacuum configurations (2.14), we can generalize the ansatz (3.10) (with a = 0) to that of U(N) × U(N) case,
where f k 's (k = 1, · · · , K) are arbitrary complex functions. We fix the remaining complex scalar fields Y 2,3,4 as the vacuum configurations given in (2.14). This ansatz satisfies all constraints in (3.3). Combining the Gauss constraints (2.21), (2.22 ) and the first order differential equations in the second and the third lines of (3.3), one can reduce the gauged Cauchy-Riemann equation of Y 1 in (3.3) to the second order differential equations,
where n k and z (k) p denote the vorticity and the position of the zeroes of f k , respectively. Its energy is given by
It is worth noting that the angular momentum (2.28) of the solution vanishes contrary to the usual spinning BPS vortices in Chern-Simons Higgs theory [19, 21] . This is because fields do not carry both charge and vorticity, i.e., either
A vanishes in this case. In the next section, however, we will see that solutions with less supersymmetries have nonzero angular momenta.
in addition to the condition γ 0 ω AB = is AB ω AB (s AB = ±1). Here we only consider the case (i). We will treat the case (ii) in Appendix A.1. In the undeformed ABJM theory, the cases (i) and (ii) are equivalent due to the SU(4) R-symmetry. However, in the mass-deformed case, they are inequivalent in general. As discussed in section 6, the BPS solutions of cases (iii) and (iv) are equivalent to those of N = 3 BPS equations.
The brane interpretations of the cases (i) and (ii), which are equivalent in the massless case, were given in section 5.3 of the Ref. [16] . These cases are interpreted as the configuration of intersecting M2-branes spanning two complex coordinates. If we assume that the intersecting M2-branes span only one complex, then the corresponding configuration becomes that of N = 3 BPS equations discussed in the previous section.
BPS equations and bound
When ω 12 = 0, the Killing spinor equation (3.1) leads to the following BPS equations: Compared with the N = 3 BPS equations (3.3), the main difference is that we have nontrivial equations for Y 2 : a gauged Cauchy-Riemann equation of Y 2 field and some constraint equations involving Y 2 . We expect that the Y 2 field is allowed to have some nontrivial configurations instead of vacuum configurations in the N = 3 BPS case (3.3). The obtained BPS objects would be in general different from the Maxwell-Higgs type vortices of the half BPS case. In special case (constant Y 2 ), they would reduce to the N = 3 BPS objects discussed in the previous section. As we did in section 3, we can obtain the energy bound by reshuffling terms in the energy expression,
where a = 1, 2 and p, q = 3, 4. By requiring the square terms to vanish, we reproduce the BPS equations (4.1). The first term in the last line is a boundary term which vanishes for any wellbehaved field configuration. Note that in the mass-deformed theory with µ = 0, unlike the half BPS case in (3.5), the energy is not bounded by the U(1) charge Q but the global SU(2) R-charge
The stress components of energy-momentum tensor (2.25) are also written as
which vanishes everywhere on imposing N = 2 BPS equations (4.1). As discussed in (3.7) this pointwise absence of force guarantees that the obtained BPS objects are classically noninteracting.
BPS objects in the massless theory
In the massless case (µ = 0), the energy (4.2) is bounded by the total derivative term, as already discussed in the massless half-BPS case,
which vanishes for any well-behaved field configuration. In this case, we expect that there is no regular soliton solution with finite energy. With a U(N)×U(N) gauge transformation, we may assume without loss of generality that Y 3 is diagonal,
From the constraints β 
When one of Y 1 and Y 2 is assumed to be proportional to identity in each block diagonal subspace, (4.7) reduce to (3.8) in the N = 3 BPS case.
We consider some simple solutions of (4.7) with s = 1 for definiteness. For U(2)×U(2) case, we take an ansatz,
Plugging (4.8) into (4.7) we obtain Let us first consider the simplest U(2)×U (2) case. By the same reasoning developed in [14] to obtain reduced equations in N = 3 BPS case (3.12), it is readily shown that the constraint equations in (4.1) lead us to put Y 3 = Y 4 = 0 for nontrivial solutions. Then we are left with 12) as well as the Gauss' laws (2.21) and (2.22) . Comparing with the half-BPS case, we have nontrivial equations for Y 2 in addition to Y 1 and they are coupled to each other. We proceed by adopting a simple ansatz from the broken vacuum (2.14). More specifically, in U(2)×U(2) case, we consider
which is actually the same ansatz used in the previous section to obtain (4.11) . Moreover, comparing with the ansatz (3.10) employed in half-BPS case, we see that (4.13) has essentially the same form as (3.10) (with a = 0). Here, thanks to the less supersymmetries, Y 2 is no longer a constant. We will see below that this freedom allows us to have richer solutions with nonvanishing angular momenta.
With the above ansatz, the Gauss' laws (2.21) and (2.22) take simple diagonal forms,
from which we can write the corresponding gauge fields as 
Inserting (4.17) into the magnetic field (4.16) and comparing it with (4.14), we obtain two equations for scalar fields
The energy bounded by the R-charge (4.3) is rewritten as
The reduced equations (4.18) and (4.19) have been considered in self-dual U(1) × U(1) ChernSimons system with two scalar fields [25] , which may be considered as the abelian part of the theory under consideration. Let us analyze the equations in the present setting. From the expression of the energy (4.20), it follows that there are two classes of boundary conditions at spatial infinity, These gauged vortices carry diagonal components of magnetic fluxes of which the contributions come from the spatial infinity, Φ =4
We parameterize the asymptotic behaviors of the fields as 
For the toplogical vortices satisfying the first boundary condition in (4.21), the fluxes are quantized by the integer-valued vorticities n b and n d , as α b and α d are zero. In Chern-Simons gauge theories, the Gauss' laws (2.21)-(2.22) with the help of the conserved currents (2.18) imply that
and hence the flux carrying objects are also charged. Since the energy of N = 2 BPS solitons is bounded by the trace of R-charge (4.2)-(4.3), they carry R-charge (2.31) as well,
As we mentioned above, a notable difference from the N = 3 BPS case is that the solution carries nonzero angular momentum in the present case. In this regard, note in particular that both D 0 Y a and D i Y a (a = 1, 2) are not zero from the BPS equations (4.12). Therefore the angular momentum (2.28) does not vanish,
The explicit value of J can be computed for rotationally symmetric solutions as seen below. For rotationally symmetric configurations we take the ansatz
as well as
Then after a straightforward calculation (see also [25] ) we find
For topological vortices, the U(2)×U(2) gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken to U(1)×U(1). Since the fundamental group of the vacuum manifold is computed as π 1 (U(2)×U(2)/U(1)×U(1)) = π 1 (U(1) × S 2 × U(1) × S 2 ) = Z × Z, the stability of the composite of two static vortices is topologically guaranteed. Q-balls and Q-vortices are generated in the symmetric phase of which the vacuum has trivial topology and their stability should be examined energetically [39] . The mass of the transverse scalar fields Y A and that of the fermions ψ A are all µ from (2.8) and (2.7). Since the minimum energy to produce Q-balls and Q-vortices of R-charge R 12 is given by (4.3), the rest energy to produce the scalar or fermion particles of the R-charge R 12 is exactly the same as the minimum energy of Q-balls or Q-vortices of the same amount of R-charge. Therefore, these Q-balls or Q-vortices are marginally stable [21] and this marginal stability is a character of Chern-Simons Higgs theory in the BPS limit with single mass scale.
In addition to rotationally symmetric solutions, we can obtain other class of solutions of (4.18) and (4.19) for a few simple cases [25] . When the |b| field takes the Higgs vacuum value |b| = 1, (4.18) becomes trivial and (4.19) reduces to the scalar BPS equation for the Nielsen-Olesen type vortices
which has already been discussed in the N = 3 case; see (3.12). When d and b are parallel, (4.18)-(4.19) become single scalar BPS equation [13] equivalent to that for the vortices in Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs theory [19] ∂∂ ln |d|
This equation also supports the BPS multi-vortex-type solutions including topological vortices [19, 40] in the broken phase of lim 34) and then total angular momentum is given by a sum of spin part and orbital part as
For the sufficiently large separation, a q → 0 and there remains only spin part linearly proportional to the vorticity [42] . In addition, by evaluating the index of the differential operator associated with the appropriate fluctuation equation, one can find that the number of free parameters of the general solutions of (4.18) and (4.19) [25] 
U(3)×U(3) gauge group
For the case (i), the magnetic field profiles are calculated as 37) and then the resulting second order scalar BPS equations are the same as those in N = 2 U(2)×U(2) case, (4.18)-(4.19). The energy for these solitons, read from the R-charge, is also given by (4.20) . For the configuration (ii), we again end up with (4.18)-(4.19). The energy and the angular momentum, however, have different values, (4.38) where the angular momentum is calculated for rotational symmetric configurations.
U(N)×U(N) gauge group
For the U(N)×U(N) gauge group, based on the vacuum configurations (2.14), we consider the following field ansatz
. . . 
Summing over all contributions from each block in (4.39), we obtain the energy and angular momentum
where the angular momentum is calculated for the rotational symmetric configuration as before. When we choose Y 2 to the vacuum configuration by fixing b k = 1, the second order differential equations (4.40) and the expressions of energy and angular momentum are reduced to those of N = 3 case. In this case the supersymmetry of the corresponding BPS configuration is enhanced to N = 3.
Vortex-type Objects with N =1 Supersymmetry
As we see in Fig.1 , there are four ways to obtain N = 1 BPS equations:
In this section we only consider the case (i). The cases (i) and (ii) are equivalent in the massless limit due to the SU(4) R-symmetry of the undeformed theory. The corresponding configurations are interpreted as the intersecting M2-branes spanning all the transverse coordinates [16] . We will discuss the case (ii) in the massdeformed theory in Appendix A.2. The BPS equations for the cases (iii) and (iv) are equivalent to those of the N = 2 supersymmetries with conditions ω 13 = 0 and ω 12 = 0, respectively. We postpone the discussions on these phenomena to section 6.
BPS equations and bound
When ω 13 = ω 14 = 0, the BPS equations are given by Note that in this case, all four scalar fields enter the equations in a nontrivial way, i.e., satisfy the gauged Cauchy-Riemann equations in contrast with N = 3 and N = 2 cases where only one or two scalars have nontrivial profiles. In accordance with (5.1), the energy expression for bosonic sector (2.26) can be reshuffled as
where a, b = 1, 2 and p, q = 3, 4. As we discussed previously, in the massless limit µ → 0, the energy is bounded by the total derivative term in the fourth line of (5.2). In this section, however, we only consider the cases with mass deformation. For any well behaved N = 1 BPS configurations with mass deformation, the total derivative term does not contribute to the energy and then the energy is bounded by the U(1) charge (2.20),
By the Gauss' law (2.21), one can say that the energy is bounded by the magnetic flux (2.24),
The bound in (5.4) is useful when we discuss topological vortices carrying quantized magnetic flux, and the bound in (5.3) is useful when we discuss nontopological Q-balls and Q-vortices stabilized by conserved charge. It is a straightforward matter to rewrite the spatial stress components of energy-momentum tensor (2.29) as
Therefore, for any BPS soliton or anti-soliton configurations satisfying the N = 1 BPS equations (5.1), the spatial stress components of energy-momentum tensor (5.5) vanish everywhere, as it should.
BPS objects in the mass-deformed theory
The N = 1 BPS equations (5.1) include four algebraic constraints of which the number is much less than that of the N = 2 or N = 3 BPS equations. Then even for the case of U(2)×U(2) gauge group, it would not be feasible to solve the BPS equations in the most general way. As we did for the N = 2 case, here we will be content with simple cases. Using ansätze based on the vacuum solutions (2.14), we investigate possible BPS solutions from the cases of U(2)×U(2) and U(3)×U(3) gauge groups and then extend the results to the case of U(N)×U(N) gauge group. For the case of U(2)×U(2) gauge group, the vacuum configuration (2.14) suggests
Then the BPS equations (5.1) are simplified to the following form:
The resultant BPS equations are equivalent to those of N = 2 case in section 4. Therefore, there is no genuine N = 1 U(2)×U(2) BPS solution within the ansatz (5.6) based on the vacuum solution.
In fact, this is natural considering that all four scalar fields have to be nontrivial for N = 1 solutions, as pointed out below (5.1), namely all four Y A 's satisfy the gauged Cauchy-Riemann equations.
The lowest rank gauge group, for which all scalar fields are nonvanishing within the ansatz based on the vacuum configurations, is U(3)×U (3) . In this case we expect that there exist some N = 1 BPS solutions with nontrivial configurations for all Y A 's in this gauge group. An interesting configuration can be obtained from the following ansatz based on one of the vacuum solutions of the U(3)×U(3) case,
where a, b, d, e are arbitrary complex functions. By the procedure similar to those in the previous sections we obtain two pairs of coupled second order equations,
Note that each pair is identical to (4.18)- (4.19) in N = 2 case and hence the same solutions. In the present case, one pair of equations (5. 
where α and n are defined in (4.24) and (4.25), respectively, and we calculated the angular momentum J for the rotationally symmetric case as before.
We can generalize the ansatz (5.8) of the U(3)×U(3) theory to U(N)×U(N) case as follows:
. . . 14) where for the calculation of angular momentum we again considered rotationally symmetric configurations only. When we fix d k = e k = 1, the ansatz (5.12) and the corresponding physical quantities are equivalent to case of N = 2 in section 4 and hence the supersymmetry of the BPS solutions in this case is enhanced to N = 2.
6 Absence of Vortex-type Objects with N = 
Supersymmetries
In this section, we discuss the BPS nature of half integer supersymmetries, which are obtained by imposing the supersymmetric conditions γ 1 ω AB = ±ω * AB , in addition to the conditions of integer supersymmetries. These additional conditions deform the gauged Cauchy-Riemann equations in the BPS equations of integer supersymmetries. From the algebraic relations of BPS equations and the vanishing T ij condition discussed in section 3.1, we will argue that the spectrum of BPS solitons of half-integer supersymmetries are equivalent to those of integer supersymmetries. BPS equations. In addition to γ 0 ω AB = is AB ω AB which is necessary to get vortex-type equations, we can impose one of the following conditions (i) γ 1 ω 12 = ω 34 , (ii) γ 1 ω 13 = ω 24 . One of these would kill one real degree of ω 12 or ω 13 , leaving five real independent supersymmetric parameters. Here, we will consider the case (i). The same argument can be applied to the case (ii) as well.
In the presence of the additional condition (i), the BPS equations are the same as those in (3.3) except the Cauchy-Riemann equation for Y 2 , which is modified as
and a constraint β 34 1 = 0, which is no longer zero. It should be noted however that the resulting BPS equations do not necessarily have nontrivial solutions with the expected number of supersymmetries. In other words, all the solutions may have enhanced supersymmetries and hence the BPS equations are actually equivalent to those of higher symmetries. This is indeed the case with N = 5 2 equations which are actually equivalent to N = 3 equations. To see this, we multiply (β † to the deformed BPS equation (6.1) and take trace, from the point of view of the stress components of energy-momentum tensor, T ij . In section 3.1, we discussed the relation between force and stress components of energy-momentum tensor. From (3.7), we read vanishing T ij as a sufficient condition for noninteracting BPS solitons. The terms in the spatial stress components of energy-momentum tensor (2.25) can be reshuffled as BPS equations, all terms except the last term vanish and we are left with
As seen above, however, the consistency of the equations requires (6.3) and it precisely corresponds to the condition that the stress tensor should vanish to have noninteracting BPS solitons. We will see that this kind of structure reappears in other cases with half-integer supersymmetry. In fact, it turns out that the manipulation of the stress tensor is quite a useful tool to obtain consistency conditions of BPS equations.
6.2 N = BPS equations:
We will treat the case (i) and (iv). The cases (ii) and (iii) are similar to the case (i).
In this case the BPS equations are the same as those of the N = 2 case (4.1) except that the gauged Cauchy-Riemann equations in the second line of (4.1) are changed to
and two algebraic constraints β case, we rewrite a positive semi-definite quantity using the deformed equations (6.6) and (6.7), tr |β
The second trace of (6.8) vanish due to the gauged Cauchy-Riemann equations in the first line of (4.1). Moreover, since tr (β object we calculate T ij . Applying the BPS equations into the T ij , we have which is again a summation of positive semi-definite terms and, at the same time, a total derivative of a term vanishing for vacuum configurations. Therefore we recover the missing constraints, β 
Conclusion
We investigated the vortex-type BPS equations with various supersymmetries in the ABJM theory without or with mass-deformation. For a given number of supersymmetry, we classified distinguishable BPS conditions, and then obtained the BPS equations and the energy bound. As a nontrivial consistency check of the BPS equations, we investigated the stress components of energy-momentum tensor and showed that it vanishes. Then, we set a special type of ansatz which solves constraints of the BPS equations, based on the discrete vacua of the mass-deformed ABJM theory. Using these ansätze for U(N) × U(N) gauge group, we obtained several types of BPS vortex equations with finite energy.
For the undeformed ABJM theory we obtained N = 2 BPS equations. After solving all the constraint equations of the BPS equations for U(2)×U(2) gauge group, we showed that the resulting equations are reduced to the Liouville-type or Sinh-Gordon-type vortex equations in special limits.
For the mass-deformed theory with U(N) × U(N) gauge group, we obtained special types of N = 3, 2, 1 BPS configurations. In constructing these configurations, we used ansätze based on the vacuum solutions to solve the complicated constraint equations and to obtain finite energy configurations. Our BPS vortex equations are summarized as follows: In section 6, we also analyzed the cases of half-integer supersymmetries. With the help of the stress tensor T ij , we showed that the supersymmetries are actually enhanced to integer ones. In other words, the BPS equations with N = 5 2 , N = 3 2 , and N = 1 2 supersymmetries are respectively equivalent to those of N = 3, N = 2 or 3 (depending on the supersymmetry conditions), and N = 1 supersymmetries.
The BPS configurations of the N = 3, 2, 1 BPS vortex equations in the undeformed ABJM theory were interpreted as intersecting M2-branes spanning one, two, and four complex coordinates in transverse directions, respectively [16] . However, the brane interpretation of the BPS vortex equations in the mass-deformed ABJM theory in M-theory (k ≪ N [15] . In this paper, we obtained some pairs of coupled differential equation, which can be reduced to the vortex equations in Maxwell-Higgs theory or Chern-Simons matter theories, in special limits of the N = 2, 1 vortex-type BPS equations. These pairs of coupled differential equation reflect the complicated vacuum structure [29, 31] of the mass-deformed ABJM theory. It would be interesting if we can identify the corresponding configurations for the coupled differential equation in dual gravity limit [43, 44, 45] .
